Cloud computing provides IT as service. Cloud computing is a budding paradigm having high availability, performance, least cost and many others. Cloud is an IT environment based on which it remotely provides IT resources to users. As cloud computing is an internet based computing solution, there are lots of security breaches and vulnerabilities like authenticity, data security, confidentiality and privacy which should be dealt properly to get high performance. Different combinations are used by different researchers to tackle these security breaches and vulnerabilities, same way we have chosen a combination of authentication technique and key exchange with cloud manager. In this paper we have proposed a model to enhance security of cloud by using Station to Station key agreement for generating session key with a fixed timestamp between User and Cloud Server and then send request for any service by using Digital Signature Standard, the request message would be encrypted by using that session key which was shared earlier and once a session key is used then that session key would not be used again. So the user requires a new key for each session. All of these issues related to authentication and authorization are handled by a cloud manager present between cloud server and user.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is virtual pool of resources and it provides these resources over the internet on pay per usage basis to users. Companies can reduce cost by providing service over internet.
Services provided by cloud are-1) Platform as a service 2) Software as a service
3) Infrastructure as a service
Since cloud computing is a utility available on internet so security is main concern. So for Security problems we have used authentication technique, verification technique and a manager which will manage everything to enhance security.
As for secure connection between user and server one to one connection is preferable for security purpose that's why session key is generated by Station To Station (STS) key exchange agreement. Station To Station key exchange agreement will establish session keys between user and server for a fixed timestamp and only for single use that means once a session key is used by user for any service then again it won't be used again. After establishment of session key it is used in Digital Signature Standard so as intruders will be unable to decrypt the message sent by user; this message is the request from user to server for a service. All requestresponse management, session key generation and management are handled by Cloud Manager.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Cloud computing technology provides services over internet so privacy and security is main concern that's why security issues like authentication, confidentiality, privacy should be handled properly. To deal with these problems a scheme where one to one medium is generated by Station To Station for privacy, encryption algorithm are used by cloud manager for data encryption and thus it provides confidentiality and Digital Signature Standard is used as an authentication technique.
RELATED WORK
Prashant Rewagad and Yogita Pawar [1] : They have proposed three way architecture to make use of digital signature and diffie hellman key exchange with advance AES to protect confidentiality of data stored in cloud.
Uma Somani, Kanika Lakhani and Manish Mundra [2] : A scheme has been proposed by them in which Digital Signature with RSA algorithm is used to encrypt data while transferring over network. 
Cloud Manager:
As its name suggests cloud manager manages everything of cloud server or things related to cloud server.
Cloud manager reduces risk for cloud computing users of their private data being stolen or being misused, and also assists the cloud provider to conform to privacy law.
Cloud Manager acts as a third party to issue session key between user and cloud server, cloud manager will verify user credentials signed by user and then send with request message for using any service from cloud.
After providing any of service to a user from the cloud server cloud manager will remove that session key on which that service was used from session key allocated list managed by cloud manager.
Every time a user requests a file from cloud the cloud manager will decrypt that file where all information regarding all files are present and will check from there that which algorithm has been used on user's required file so as to deobfuscate i.e. decrypt that file and provide to user.
Services provided by Cloud Manager 4.1.1.1.1 Random Obfuscation
When any user stores its file/data on cloud, cloud manager will randomly choose one of the available asymmetric Encryption/Decryption methods to encrypt data provided by user and store it in data storage of cloud. Randomly chosen encryption method information is stored in one file where all of the information of all files is stored and that is encrypted with cloud manager public key.
Figure 2: Services Provided by Cloud Manager
After every de-obfuscation, again cloud manager will randomly choose encryption algorithm to obfuscate and store it.
With respect to the privilege of user cloud manager will provide data to him/her i.e. if user is owner then read/write only file is provided and if user is normal user then read only data is provided so that no unwanted changes can be done.
Auditing
It also act as an auditor by keeping all information regarding what service is provided to users and when, what users did with that service? All information is audited.
Trusted Platform Module
It is a hardware that checks integrity of cloud manager. It decreases the risk of unsecured access, so increases confidentiality by providing a tamper resistant hardware based security. Protected data cannot be used by other platforms. So trusted computing can be done and it yields trust in integrity of the privacy management and of involved platforms.
Random Encryption Method
This method is used for obfuscation and de-obfuscation. Cloud manager have a list of asymmetric encryption methods from which it will randomly choose for encryption and save that information in a file which is maintained by it. 
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. L is a multiple of 64.
 q is prime divisor of P-1.

A random number h is chosen. 0<h<P-1, g=h (P-1)/q modB.
 A value B is also chosen pseudo-randomly or randomly so as to be used in Station to Station Key Exchange Agreement.
A timestamp is set for all these values and when this time expires then these values are regenerated and broadcasted to all users.
Files maintained by Cloud Manager 4.1.1.2.1 Audit File
This contains all auditing information.
Session key allocation file
This file maintains the information about session keys provided to users and their timestamps.
Data Files obfuscation information
This file has information of files for obfuscation and corresponding encryption methods used.
Public values File
This file has all values which are public and their timestamps. From this file values are broadcasted to users (Here g, P, q and B are public values, which are broadcasted time to time).
Station To Station Key Exchange Agreement
Station To Station (STS) key exchange agreement is commonly known as Station To Station (STS) protocol. Digital signatures with public key certificates are used to establish session key. It is based on diffie hellman algorithm, as in diffie hellman algorithm man in middle attack can take place but Station To Station key exchange agreement prevents man in middle attack problem. As session keys are created for a fixed timestamp it will increase security level.
Digital Signature Standard
Digital Signature Algorithm is used in Digital Signature Standard (DSS) based on Elgamal scheme with some ideas from Schnorr scheme. DSS signatures are faster than RSA Signatures. DSS signatures are smaller than other Signatures. Message send by user to cloud manager is encrypted by using session key already created by Station To Station key agreement.
Steps for getting a service from cloud

Registration
 User can register to cloud by providing required information and user name and password.
 After successful registration g, P, q and B values and hashing technique used for creating digests are provided by cloud manager to user.
 Then a random number x is chosen by user and that would be its private key and from that z = g x modB is generated, that is its public key (x and z values are renewed time to time when new values of g, P, q and B are received from Cloud Manager).
Station to Station Key Exchange Agreement
Algorithm: 
Figure 3: Station to Station Key Exchange Agreement
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Digital Signature Standard
Algorithm: Signing:-a) User chooses a random number n (1 < n < q). (Cloud manager won't store value of z.)
Verifying:
a) Cloud manager checks whether r or s is less than or greater than zero or not because if any of value will be equal to zero then n must be chosen again.
b) Calculates digest using same hash algorithm as used by user because that's already been discussed. 
Providing services from cloud to user
 After verification from cloud manager cloud manager will directly provide service to user (except case of data uploading and downloading from data storage of server because in these case cloud manager will be involved for providing service).

In case of uploading a File on cloudAfter getting this request cloud manager will randomly choose one of Asymmetric algorithm for file and store by using its Public/Private key for encryption.
Cloud manager will maintain a file in which it will have information about user data and corresponding encryption used on them and it has been locked by public key of cloud manager.
Every time if a user/owner requests for that file, cloud manager will decrypt it then provide a copy to user and after that again encrypt that file by randomly choosing an encryption algorithm. Only owner have the privilege to overwrite a file.
In case of downloading a FileCloud manager will first de-obfuscate that file first and then provide it to user according to its users.
CONCLUSION
There are lots of security vulnerabilities and breaches in cloud computing, to deal with these breaches and vulnerabilities we have proposed a model in which by Station to Station Key Exchange Agreement a one to one medium is created between cloud server and user so as man in middle attack is completely eliminated by this, as session key is generated for fixed time interval, each session key is generated for one time use and a file is maintained that contains information of all users and corresponding session key provided to them, so by all this replay attack is eliminated and intruders can't use any users session key because for that a file has been maintained by cloud manager. Digital Signature Standard is used for authentication purpose. Cloud Manager will audit all users work on cloud and it will make files tamper resistant by using tamper resistant module. Cloud Manager performs lots of other functions also like encrypt files by using different encryption algorithm. So Cloud Manager improves privacy and security. Therefore we have used three different parts to enhance security of Cloud Computing.
